The Big Picture. Simplified.
Unified Operations, a GE Industrial Internet solution, connects people, process and
technology to deliver a singular view of enterprise-wide operations for smarter insights,
faster decisions and better outcomes.
At A Glance
Benefits:
• Increased operational visibility
• Reduced cost & risk
• Improved process & resource
efficiencies
• Optimized performance
through scaling best practices
Capabilities:
• Data Integration
Combines machine &
operational data
OEM agnostic (connects GE &
non-GE systems)

• Asset Performance Visibility
Dashboards, KPIs & analytics
Views from fleet to equipment level

• Collaboration Enablement
Case management
Knowledge management
Simplified expert networking

Leading the industry with Unified Operations
Oil and gas industry operations are growing in complexity, as is the demand for
operational efficiency. And as technology advances, so does the volume of data—
and the need to harness it for useful insights that drive action.
To address these issues, GE collaborated with key customers to develop Unified
Operations, a holistic Asset Performance Management (APM) software solution. With
enterprise-wide visibility and knowledge management, it allows you to diagnose and
solve problems faster, improve asset performance and availability, and maximize
profitability.
Greater visibility
propels performance.
Through a single pane of glass, Unified
Operations provides connected views of
the entire fleet. By pooling machine and
operational data and utilizing more value from
current systems and processes, it simplifies
how enterprise-wide data is delivered.
Knowledge management
drives efficiency.
Workforce productivity and collaboration
improves when the right people have the right
information at the right time. With case and
knowledge management tools, you can access
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the most relevant experts and information in
order to prioritize critical issues (i.e. impending
equipment failures) and spend less time on
false alarms.
Optimize global
performance.
With enhanced visibility and knowledge,
Unified Operations allows you to identify bestin-class performance and apply best practices
across your entire enterprise. So when one
unit performs strongly, so can the rest of the
business.
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About GE
GE (NYSE: GE) is the world’s Digital Industrial Company, transforming
industry with software-defined machines and solutions that are
connected, responsive and predictive. GE is organized around a
global exchange of knowledge, the "GE Store," through which each
business shares and accesses the same technology, markets,
structure and intellect. Each invention further fuels innovation and
application across our industrial sectors. With people, services,
technology and scale, GE delivers better outcomes for customers by
speaking the language of industry. www.ge.com
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